Table Rock SHA Communication tower, TORFP
#F50B9400027 Q&A RESPONSES

The following questions have been received by the deadline of 8/20/2019 the question and answer period has now been closed. Please note the responses included in this communication

1.) Reference page 27 of the TORFP, what needs to be submitted with the proposal for attachment P? The documentation provided for prevailing wages does not appear to have any signature fields or areas for acknowledgment for submission with the proposal.

RESPONSE:

The prevailing wage documentation noted in item P page 27 of the TORFP is referencing the required prevailing wage attachment included in the TORFP release.

There are no required submissions relating to item P page27 you are however required to follow by the prevailing wage requirements.

2.) Attachment Q- Technical specification, Page 4 Annex Q.B.3- Engineering advised that 90 mph and ¾” ice are not appropriate for 222-H. Per Engineering, the wind speed should be 117 mph without ice, 40 mph with 1” ice and the topographic cat 4, crest height 700’. Is it acceptable to use these Engineering parameters?

RESPONSE:

Yes it is acceptable to use the following engineering requirements

The wind speed should be 117 mph without ice, 40 mph with 1” ice and the topographic cat 4, crest height of 700’